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been from 21 per cent in 1924 to 47 per cent in 1934. A matter for
pride was the fact that of the 1,392,000 illiterates who had been made
literate, 38-5 per cent were women.
Turkestan's vice-president reported that from a most backward
nation they were well on the way to becoming an educated cultured
Republic. When the difficulties of the existing nomadic conditions
were taken into account, the 59-9 per cent literacy which had been
achieved was something they might be proud of. There was now a
network of primary schools in the towns and aduls. The Press now
reached every corner of the Republic, books and papers being de-
manded by the worker in the factory and machine-tractor station as
well as by the peasant in his kolkhoz. Some 12,500 students were
now receiving secondary and higher education. There were 118
technicums and 5 higher education institutes. The increase in schools
and pupils is as given below.
Dec. 1930	Dec. 1934
Pupils	Pupils
Primary schools ..             1,080               69,184	1,849              115,214
Seven-year schools                  67                 7,125	89                10,892
Ten-year schools.,                   6                   601	15                10,726
Students	Students
Technicums         ..                  83                 5,640	118	6,573
Institutes             ..                    4                    576	5	1,262
Rabfacs                 ..                     7                    985	22	1,241
There was a great improvement in the schools generally. For example,
in the Tedjhensky District in the Kolkhoz Belim there were 106 child-
ren in the primary school, and attendance had reached 95 per cent.
Very satisfactory progress was made in work and in the acquisition
of cultural habits. The school supplied wash-basins, towels, soap, etc,
It was well equipped, and well supplied with textbooks and apparatus*
Only those who have lived for any length of time in the East wiH
realise the magnitude of these achievements.
Schools like the above were to be found not only in the most
advanced districts such as Bairam Alii, Merv, and Chardjhui, but ia
remote places like Erbent, Karlyuk, etc. In the kolkhoz " Conmnine5*
in the Karlyuk district all the children are at school, and the attend-
ance is 100 per cent.
Great strides are being made in literature, several authors having
been accepted in the Union of Soviet Writers. In 1930 there were
twelve newspapers altogether, seven in the national language and
five in Russian, while in 1934 there were nine Republic newspapers.

